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Measuring receptive vocabulary at early ages: Introducing Pic-lex

Thomaï ALEXIOU

A series of recent research studies highlight the significance of vocabulary and suggest that
vocabulary development is paramount in the successful development of a foreign/second language
even by very young learners (Biemiller, 2003; Alexiou, Roghani & Milton, 2019). The number of
words a learner knows is considered a decisive factor on the performance in all aspects of language
(Webb & Nation, 2017). For this reason, modern curricula now seek to be more precise over the
volumes of vocabulary that learners are expected to acquire at all levels. Therefore, measuring
vocabulary size systematically is vital both in monolingual and multilingual settings while it can lead
us to a much needed model of vocabulary acquisition at an early age. The particular paper presents
an updated version of Pic-lex (Alexiou, 2020), an easy to administer, dyslexia-friendly, theoretically
well-founded online testing tool, which is intended for very young learners up to primary age. This
game-like test makes assessment of receptive vocabulary size from picture cues. The vocabulary
word items are not randomly selected; words are based on updated frequency wordlists while the
scores provide an estimate of receptive vocabulary knowledge that can be matched to CEFR levels.
Key words: vocabulary, assessment, young learners, preschoolers, frequency, vocabulary size, CEFR,
Pre-A1

1. Introduction
The importance of vocabulary development and its influential ramifications in early language
learning context, has provided the impetus for this paper which describes the development of an
easy to administer, theoretically sound testing tool to quantify the vocabulary knowledge of very
young learners.
Webb and Nation (2017, p. 19) argue that ‘developing lexical knowledge – that is, the number of
different words that we know and how well we know these words – provides the necessary
foundation for learning other aspects of language.’ An abundance of research evidence confirms
that early vocabulary knowledge predicts later reading achievement (Sénéchal, Ouellette & Rodney,
2006) and is also related to future academic success (Biemiller & Slonim, 2001; Milton & TreffersDaller, 2013). Teachers are now eagerly trying to develop lexis and vocabulary at an early age and they
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are more concerned and selective regarding the kind and volume of vocabulary they introduce. This, in
turn, makes evaluating and measuring vocabulary at the early stages both a vital and a challenging
process.

2. Measuring vocabulary size
More than a hundred years of research in vocabulary size among native speakers of English has
produced estimates that vary enormously. There is common belief that the vocabularies of English
native speakers are particularly large and estimates of 200,000 words and more (e.g. Hartmann,
1946) are cited in support of this. A difficulty emerging from this is that it is not clear how so many
words can be learned. More recent studies suggest word knowledge is smaller, perhaps fewer than
10,000 in some speakers. Milton (2009) suggests that UK undergraduates may have a defining
vocabulary of about 9,000 words. This variation results from differences in the unit of count, a
decision of exactly what to count as a single word, and the method of designing a test to understand
how many words speakers know.
Early estimates of vocabulary size were based on spaced sampling from dictionaries and there were
obvious problems with this. If the dictionary used was small, then the research produced a small
estimate. If a larger dictionary was used with more words in it, then a larger estimate resulted.
There were also less obvious problems with this method. A dictionary sampling method where, say,
the first word on every tenth page was sampled for testing, resulted in an over-sampling of more
frequent words; frequent words in English tend to be polysemous and have multiple entries in
dictionaries. Over-sampling of frequent words leads to an over-estimation of the number of words
known by speakers. Goulden et al (1990) have provided a solution to these difficulties by using
frequency data. Their study used a test where, in effect, a principled sample of the most frequent
25,000 words in Thorndike & Lorge’s (1944) lists was tested and they were able to demonstrate that
word knowledge was almost entirely focused within these most frequent bands. Further testing
beyond these bands did not contribute meaningfully to the size of the estimate. Subsequent
vocabulary size tests tend to be based on corpus and frequency information rather than dictionaries
and this has helped produce much more stable and understandable estimates of size. Milton &
Treffers-Daller (2013) are also able to show that there is a pronounced frequency effect of acquiring
a lexicon, where more frequent words tend to be learned in greater numbers than less frequent
words producing a vocabulary profile (Meara, 1993). A frequency-based test, therefore, allows the
research to investigate not just how many words are known, therefore, but also which words, and
this can provide the basis of a theory of vocabulary acquisition.
Goulden et al (1990) also used a definition of word that more recent researchers espouse. Early
researchers tended to treat every inflected and derived form of a word as a different word and
counted these words separately. Thus, manage, manages, managing, managed, manager,
manageable mismanage and unmanageable, are all counted as different words. It is now thought
that the mental lexicon does not work this way and that learning a word involves learning a base
form and a number of rules by which a word can be changed. Thus, a base form cat can be made
plural by adding the plural –s, cats. This is a rule that applies to most nouns in English so learners do
not have to acquire every plural form of every word separately, they can extrapolate (at least some
of) its derivations from one instance of a word base form. With this idea in mind it makes sense to
count word families, a base word and its derivations and inflections as a single unit, as words. Not
surprisingly, this process results in much smaller estimates of an English speaker’s vocabulary size
and Goulden et al (1990) suggest that an educated native speaker might know about 17,000 word
families rather than the hundreds of thousand that earlier research suggested.
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While Goulden et al’s word family unit of count is now widely used in research (e.g. Milton &
Teffers-Daller, 2013) and in the creation of new tests for adults (e.g. Nation’s Vocabulary Size Test,
2012), the use of such a broad definition of a word may not be applicable for all learners. In English
many of the rules for morphemic derivation are both infrequent and inconsistent and even in native
speakers it is suggested that these may not be fully acquired until adolescence (Milton, 2009). This
suggests that these are features of a very well-developed lexicon that has taken many years to
acquire. Very young native language learners, and L2 learners at low level, of course, do not have
this quality of lexicon and a different unit of count is thought to be appropriate. In many L2
vocabulary size tests (e.g. Meara & Milton’s X-Lex, 2003) the lemma is used; a lemma being a smaller
word family grouping where only a base word and its most regular and frequent inflections are
counted as a single word, and less frequent and regular morphemic derivations are excluded and
counted individually as separate words. A lemma count, it is thought, provides the most reliable
estimates of L2 learners vocabulary knowledge (Vermeer, 2004). Pienemann & Håkansson (1999)
describe the lemma as the basis of all language learning and so, among very young learners it seems
that a lemma may also be appropriate.

3. Vocabulary development in the early years
Where estimates of an adult’s vocabulary size can vary so much, it is not surprising if estimates of
vocabulary uptake among young learners can also vary hugely. Diller (1978) suggests that secondary
school children learn 20,000 words a year. Miller and Gildea (1987) suggest 5,000 words per year for
school learners. A particularly frequently cited figure (e.g. Graves, 2006; Nagy, 1988; Marzano, 2004)
is 3,000 words per year and this seems to be uncritically taken from a single study by Nagy and
Herman (1984). Drawing on Golden et al’s estimate of adult vocabulary size, Schmitt and McCarthy
(1997) estimate that 1000 words per year are acquired through childhood. This is a figure that is
supported but more recent research such as that of Biemiller and Boote (2006) suggest that typically
developing children have acquired 6,000 root word meanings by the end of grade two, although
there is a great deal of variation: children in the lowest quartile have no more than 4,000 root words
and those in the highest quartile know 8,000 root words. Still other research has produced slightly
smaller estimates and some of the more recent studies, using frequency based tests and the lemma
as a unit of measurement, result in a figure of lexical growth of about 600 words per year during
childhood (e.g. Biemiller & Slonim, 2001; Anglin, 1993; Coxhead, Nation & Sim, 2015; Milton &
AlSager, 2017).
Recalculated as uptake of words acquired per day, these numbers vary from children acquiring
about 55 new words a day in Diller’s estimate, down to about 2 words per day among the smallest
estimates. This diversity may emerge because the smallest estimates are probably the most
insightful, realistic and reliable. The tests on which these smaller estimates are based seem better
constructed and the estimates allow the learning process to be understood. It is not clear how as
many as 55 new words a day could be encountered, with sufficiently rich context to provide cues to
use them, an input required everyday for some 20 years to reach totals of over 200,000 words. It is
this sort of figure, which gives rise to the idea that words are learned incidentally and without real
effort on the part of the learner. A particular feature of ideas surrounding the incidental learning
hypothesis is that much of this comes from reading (e.g. Krashen, 1989). But this idea presents a
particular challenge in explaining uptake among very young learners who are not literate and cannot
possibly be learning from written input and uptake of words. Ιn so far as it can be measured, it
appears to be fairly consistent both before and after the acquisition of literacy. This gives rise to a
real challenge with the larger estimates in order to explain progress that is so fast that direct
instruction of vocabulary cannot possibly account for the vast growth (Coady & Huckin, 1997). By
contrast, it can be argued that the learning of about two words per day allows word learning to be
explained in terms of explicit learning. The cognitive load (Schütze, 2017) involved in acquiring two
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words a day in a first language is believable and realistic, but learning over 50 per day is probably
not. This type of consideration can be argued to fit with research by Beck and McKeown (2001) who
attempted to investigate the vocabulary input in school among young learners in an attempt to
explain Nagy and Hermann’s figure of 3,000 words per day and concluded that the acquisition of
only about 300 of these 3,000 words could be explained by explicit instruction at school (cited in
Duke & Carlisle, 2011). If vocabulary learning in young native speakers is occurring at a rate of about
two words a day or 600 words per year, then it becomes possible in principle to make up any
deficiencies which exist in some learners through explicit instruction.
It is thought that strangely enough, there is ‘a paucity of intentional, rich, explicit vocabulary
instruction in primary grade curricular materials or classrooms’ (Beck, McCaslin, & McKeown, 1980;
Blachowicz & Fisher, 2000; National Reading Panel, 2000 all cited in Dwyer, 2010, p.3). However, as
Graves (2006) notes, there have been a number of attempts to bolster the vocabulary knowledge of
lexically disadvantaged children, for example, Dialogic Reading (Whitehurst et al, 1988), Text Talk
(Beck & McKeown, 2001), Direct and Systematic Instruction (Biemiller, 2003), and Anchored
Instruction (Juel & Deffes, 2004). The details of how the words these materials contain are selected,
and how many words there are, is not clear from the literature. Nor is it clear just how successful
these interventions are either in bolstering vocabulary knowledge or in alleviating the education
deficiency which, it is thought, vocabulary shortcomings create. Coxhead, Nation and Sim (2015)
note that vocabulary uptake among schoolchildren in New Zealand was better explained by time
than by input. Thus, children with birthdays around the August and September academic calendar
divide, tended to have similar vocabulary sizes even if they were in different classes and had
significantly different volumes of formal input as a consequence. It is not that input is unimportant in
this interpretation (provided of course that sufficient input is provided), rather that the cognitive
load of acquiring new concepts and labelling them is sufficiently great that actually increased input
alone cannot easily increase the rate of acquisition.
Despite this observation, the role of vocabulary rich input to promote language and educational
development in very young learners is still considered important. When it comes to teaching very
young learners, the most common teaching frameworks include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stories and fairy tales
Hand puppet games
Songs, rhymes and chants
Total Physical Response (TPR) activities
Arts, Crafts & Drama
Games
Topic or Theme based Projects
Technology/multimedia

Because very young learners have limited attention span, they are not very disciplined in learning in
traditional settings. That is why any form of implicit, playful, alternative and unconventional
teaching is encouraged at this early stage. All kinds of visual stimuli are useful since they provide an
aid to memory development and recall (Alexiou, 2009). Preschool TV series, for example, intended
for L1 children have huge potential for L2 learners at this age. Recent research has indicated that
popular cartoons such as Peppa Pig (Alexiou, 2015; Alexiou & Kokla, 2018), Charlie& Lola (Alexiou &
Yfouli, 2019), Cailou (Alexiou, Zapounidis & Kostopoulou, 2015) or playful educational URL sites and
games like Wii-fit (Alexiou & Chondrogianni, 2017) can serve as rich input for effective and
memorable vocabulary learning. In addition, when teaching lexis, context is essential. Lewis (2002)
argues that lexical phrases and chunks are easier to learn because it is easier to deconstruct a chunk
than to construct it and these playful settings provide ample context and not just isolated word
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items. This idea needs to be more considered in the development of very young learners’ lexis.
While good practice in teaching and promoting lexical learning is clear, it is not so clear why learners
vary in terms of the words they can take from this kind of input, although this variety is at the heart
of Word Gap ideas, not how they vary. It is not only a question of how many words makes the
difference between a successful educational performer and an unsuccessful one, but also which
words are making the difference. There is some evidence from L2 acquisition that young L2 learners
of English may vary in their learning aptitudes and the type of words that they acquire (Meara,
Milton & Lorenzo-Dus, 2003). Some learners, they tentatively suggest, may acquire structure and
frequent vocabulary early, while others acquire the more concrete and lexical vocabulary more
easily. We lack the type of vocabulary tests with the sensitivity and structure to address this kind of
question in very young native language learners. However, there are language learning aptitude
tests designed for very young learners (e.g. see YLAT in Alexiou, 2005), which can test learners’
memory and analytic abilities.
There are some measures of receptive vocabulary size of children (for a review see Alexiou & Milton,
2020) but there are still issues that make them either insufficient or impractical. An improved
vocabulary testing procedure would greatly enhance our capacity to understand how much variation
there is in language knowledge and whether such differences are qualitative as well as quantitative
in nature. Towards this effort, Pic-lex (Alexiou, 2020) was designed.

4. The what and the how of the revised Pic lex
The first pilot version Pic-lex (Alexiou, 2019) was designed with very young learners’ in mind who are
pre-literate. It measures receptive knowledge of English vocabulary from the first five 1000-word
frequency bands so that a vocabulary size is calculated. It is a child friendly picture-based online
vocabulary test and lasts for about 10-15 minutes. The process is easy and the instructions are
straightforward. Right after the child (in cooperation with a teacher or parent) fills in the
participant’s profile on the screen, the child listens to a word, sees 4 pictures on a screen and then
clicks the one he/she feels is the right one depicting what s/he heard. It is not cognitively demanding
and on purpose, the words selected are nouns since these are the ones that they are exposed to and
because this would make the test fair and easy (Alexiou & Milton, 2020). The thematic areas the
words are taken from are child relevant and concrete in line with children’s developmental
characteristics (Alexiou & Konstantakis, 2009; Alexiou, Roghani & Milton, 2019). The vocabulary is
not randomly selected but drawn from Kilgarrif’s recent frequency word list (2016). This wordlist is a
selection from the 5,000 most frequent words and the total word items are 100. The duration is 1015 minutes, which adds to the practicality of the particular measurement tool (see sample in Figure
1 below).
The test in its first form showed some positive elements. In terms of reliability, preliminary studies in
2019 were very promising showing reliability up to .964. (a= .964). Regarding validity, frequency
profiles were generated and Friedman test showed that the effect is general so content validity was
also found. The test has demonstrated good concurrent content validity as it produced scores which
correlate with other tests of the same quality. More specifically, it has been found to correlate with
and X-Lex (.714**) and Aural-Lex (.414**) (Meara & Milton, 2003). These tools assess knowledge of
the most frequently occurring 5,000 words in English and therefore estimate overall knowledge of
this vocabulary. Moreover, it appears to produce equivalent scores compared with other tests of
the same measure as it highly correlates with the British Picture Vocabulary Test (Nation & Anthony,
2016) (see Mills & Milton, this volume).
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Figure 1: Screenshot from the pilot version

In 2019, the receptive vocabulary size of 165 Greek learners aged 6-9 years old was measured using
X-Lex and Piclex (Rodousaki & Alexiou, forthcoming). In this test once again, Pic-Lex correlated
significantly with the English X-Lex (0.662**). Interestingly enough, when we run a Greek X-Lex to
the same group of learners, there was a high correlation between Greek X-Lex and Pic-lex (ibid);
therefore signifying that L1 vocabulary is indicative if not predictive to an extent of the success in
vocabulary in other languages as well.
Based on the preliminary studies, it was possible to suggest how the scores of Pic-lex are calibrated
to the CEFR levels (see Table 1). This is particularly important as the test seems to distinguish
learners at the Pre-A1 level and since this is new level introduced especially for these very young
ages, it could be useful to be able to establish this threshold (Alexiou & Stathopoulou, this volume).
Teachers can then decide which words they can expose learners to and they would be able to select
and adapt educational materials based on these guidelines.

Table 1 Pilot Pic-lex test scores and suggested CEFR levels
(taken from Milton & Alexiou, 2020, p.24)

The new version is an enhanced development of the pilot version and the added elements make it
even more appropriate and user-friendly to the target group. It is done in a game-like form where a
monkey goes through different levels and works like the mascot of this test. The words can also be
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read on the screen for the older children and they are in yellow background and dyslexia-friendly
fonts, making it all the more appropriate for children who may face dyslexia.

Figure 2: The new updated version of Pic-lex

In addition to the test of 5000 words where a ceiling effect was noticed, a more advanced version of
10000 words was added in order to gain understanding of the model of vocabulary learning at
school ages and stretch the differences in levels and cover more CEFR levels if delivered to primary
learners who at the end of primary school may reach higher than pre-A1 or just A2. There is
evidence that suggests some learners reach up to B1 or even B2 level so this graded test can do the
job of discriminating between levels, offering an opportunity to sketch a model of vocabulary
learning and a learners’ profile. Furthermore, in this renewed test, the pictures in Pic-Lex are not
repeated or used more than once throughout the test.
What is more, in this revised version, the same two set of tests (one of the first 5k and the other of
the 10k) were created in Greek to check native learners’ level of vocabulary from preschool to the
end of primary school and also to check CEFR levels in young learners who learn Greek as a second
or foreign language. For example, this test can be useful to young learners whose second language is
Greek and live abroad with Greek parents while it can also serve as a tool for multilingual contexts
and/or refugee educational contexts.

5. Concluding remarks
The process of measuring vocabulary knowledge among very young learners is delicate and for this
reason several factors need to be taken into consideration. We need to guard young learners’
confidence, foster their positive attitude towards languages and at the same time provide valid and
reliable game-like tools to facilitate and enhance language development.
Assessment tools like Pic-lex (Alexiou, 2020) intended for very young learners up to primary school
age could be used to assess receptive vocabulary size from picture cues in L1, L2, L3 or multiple
other languages. The next stage which is currently underway, is to use and standardize them in both
languages in order to investigate their potential to be mapped to CEFR levels. A vocabulary size
metric can offer much to a more principled and systematic way of assessment and can impact their
future educational attainment (Milton & Alexiou, 2009). It is true that the inclusion of more parts of
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speech (not just nouns) may improve the item and sampling validity and it will certainly affect the
frequency results but that would be useful only if we are to distinguish between the whole range of
CEFR (Pre-A1 to C2); this is part of a future project. In any case, other tests which also tend from
their construction to avoid items other than nouns, e.g. Roghani’s category size tests (2017) suggest
that the assessment of just nouns does not affect the size of the estimate.
And although the entirety of a child’s vocabulary knowledge in any language can not be either
measured or assessed, productive vocabulary size tests could also prove to be very useful in giving
an estimate of ability in production even at an early age and could be the next route to take in future
studies.
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